Key words: spin-echo; fMRI; proton density; BOLD Recently, the observation of a change in water proton density upon neuronal activation has been reported in spin-echo (SE) functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) of the human brain at short echo times (TE) (1-3) and also in fMRI experiments at 0.2 T (4). It is important for the interpretation of many fMRI studies to determine whether such a mechanism exists because quantitative assessments that rely on the blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) contrast or on perfusion techniques would have to be corrected by this offset in fMRI signal. Therefore, SE experiments with short TE were repeated at 3 T and compared with the initial experiments as reported in Ref.
Recently, the observation of a change in water proton density upon neuronal activation has been reported in spin-echo (SE) functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) of the human brain at short echo times (TE) (1) (2) (3) and also in fMRI experiments at 0.2 T (4). It is important for the interpretation of many fMRI studies to determine whether such a mechanism exists because quantitative assessments that rely on the blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) contrast or on perfusion techniques would have to be corrected by this offset in fMRI signal. Therefore, SE experiments with short TE were repeated at 3 T and compared with the initial experiments as reported in Ref. (1) .
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The ODIN framework (5) was used for sequence programming and data evaluation. Spin-echo fMRI experiments with varying TE were performed in an interleaved fashion to minimize the influence of intertrial variations. In addition, a third pulse is applied subsequently at each TE with a fixed mixing-time of 60 msec ( Fig. 1) to acquire a stimulated echo (STE) with the same effective TE and identical sensitivity to changes in proton density, but with more diffusion/flow weighting (6,7) and a higher contribution from dynamic averaging.
After each series of different TEs, a regular SE measurement with full coverage of k-space, a bandwidth of 100 kHz, and TE ϭ 80 msec is acquired as a reference to create a fixed mask of activated voxels to compute signal changes for the experiments with a variable TE.
A balanced signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) between the SE and STE experiment was achieved using flip angles of 90°f or all pulses (4 msec, triangle-filtered sinc, five lobes) with the second and third pulses having a phase shift of 90°r elative to the excitation pulse. The EPI readout covers 59% of k-space (partial Fourier) with a bandwidth of 200 kHz and TE values of 9, 19, 29, and 39 msec, and a repetition time TR ϭ 1050 msec. Five slices (thickness 4 mm) were imaged with a field of view of 190 mm and a matrix of 64 ϫ 64. Fat suppression by a nonselective 10-msec Gaussian-shaped pulse was applied prior to excitation. Spoiler gradients, which were used to exclude unwanted coherence pathways, introduce small diffusion/ flow weighting, more pronounced in the STE experiment (b-value ϭ 16.5 sec/mm 2 ) than in the SE experiment (bvalue ϭ 0.7 sec/mm 2 ). It has been shown (8) that the b-value of the STE experiment is sufficiently high to suppress a significant fraction of the intravascular signal.
A total of eight healthy subjects (five female, three male, 22-34 years old), who had given informed prior consent, were examined with three measurements per session on a 3-T Magnetom Trio (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) with a birdcage head resonator. The slices were positioned to cover the visual cortex. Visual stimulation was achieved by presenting a pattern of randomly rotating L-shaped objects for 30 ϫ TR and a period of rest with the same duration. This block was repeated 10 times per trial.
A high-pass filter with a cutoff at one quarter of the total timesteps was applied in the time domain to remove largescale signal drifts. As in Ref. (1), spatial filtering and motion correction were omitted for the scans with a variable TE. Processing of the reference SE data with the Lipsia package (9) included a Gaussian filter (1 pixel SD) and motion correction. Activated voxels were identified by linear correlation with p Ͻ 0.01 and a Bonferroni correction, i.e., the significance for each voxel was set to pЈ ϭ p/N, where N is the total number of evaluated voxels (Ϸ8000 with a magnitude mask in our case). With this correction, the significance pЈ is the probability of one or more false-positives in the whole data set of one trial. These maps were then used as a mask to select the time courses of the SE and STE experiments within the same trial.
To test whether the choice of the sparse postprocessing strategy had a significant impact on the final result, the SE experiments with a variable TE were evaluated in the same way as the reference SE data. Again, the mask from the reference SE scan was then used to evaluate the time course of activated voxels.
The use of a BOLD-based reference mask could be problematic if proton density changes and maximum BOLD changes occur in different voxels. To examine this possibility, maps were generated from the SE experiments with the shortest TE ϭ 9 msec (Gaussian filter and motion correction applied) where BOLD contrast is minute. Masks, which consist of all voxels with p Ͻ 0.005 in a predefined region covering the visual cortex (Ϸ1700 voxels per trial), were then used to calculate signal changes for the remaining TEs. The selected significance threshold p is just high enough so that a sufficient number of activated voxels is detected. However, in this case, an average of Ϸ9 voxels are expected to be false-positive in each trial.
The SE data were also evaluated with the same strategy as in Ref. (1): Individual correlation maps were calculated with p Ͻ 0.05 for each TE using the time courses of the data set itself rather than an independently measured data set. A region of activated voxels was then selected manually in the visual cortex, separately for each TE. The data were also inspected with a Bonferroni-corrected significance (N Ϸ 1700; see above).
RESULTS
The procedure described above to identify activated voxels by an SE experiment with a fixed TE ϭ 80 msec reveals robust functional contrast exclusively in the visual cortex of all subjects. With these masks, fMRI contrast was evaluated for the remaining experiments (Fig. 2 ) and fitted to a straight line, yielding the following results:
Within the accuracy of our experiments, the functional signal changes approach zero for TE 3 0 in the SE experiment. In the STE experiment, a slight negative intercept is observed. However, this is an order of magnitude less than in Ref. (1) . In addition, the increased sensitivity of the STE experiment to flow and diffusion decreases the fMRI contrast for all TEs.
A similar intercept is obtained for the data (not shown) that were prepared with spatial filtering and motion correction: SE (p Ͻ 0.01, Bonferroni, reference map, Lipsia):
The slope of the linear fit is slightly reduced in comparison to the above result.
The results of using a mask generated at TE ϭ 9 msec is shown in Figure 3 . An average of 65 voxels was found to be activated in each trial when generating the mask. The only point deviating from a linear behavior is the one from which the mask was created. A linear fit of the remaining points yields the following results:
SE (p Ͻ 0.005, TE ϭ 9 msec mask):
Again, the intercept is an order of magnitude less than in Ref (1) .
However, the result is significantly different if it is derived by the same strategy as in Ref. (1), which is also depicted in Figure 2 :
With a Bonferroni correction, no activated voxels were observed at TE ϭ 9 msec, and only a negligible number of voxels is activated at longer TEs so that a quantitative statement is impossible.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The interleaved implementation of the experiments permits a nearly simultaneous measurement of fMRI contrast at different TEs near zero and different diffusion/flow weighting together with a reference measurement for robust determination of activated voxels. With this careful setup, a change in water proton density was not observed. Our results are consistent with the BOLD model where the functional contrast is solely based on dephasing and thus vanishes for TE ϭ 0.
The reduced signal change in the STE acquisition, which has higher diffusion/flow weighting, confirms recent results (10) that SE-fMRI contrast at short TEs is mainly of intravascular origin at 3 T instead of extravascular dynamic averaging, which would increase fMRI contrast.
The linear coefficient for SE data presented here is in good agreement with results in Ref. (1) , but the extrapolated intercept at TE ϭ 0 differs significantly: A remaining signal change of approximately 1% at TE ϭ 0 is not observed. The same holds for the results obtained with spatial filtering and motion correction, although the linear coefficient is slightly reduced, probably due to the blurring of pixels with large signal changes. The difference in values obtained for the intercept is probably caused by different strategies to evaluate the signal changes: By using a low threshold (large error probability) for the correlation analysis of the fMRI data, a certain number of false-positive voxels will contribute to the fMRI contrast, independent of TE. As their relative contribution increases with decreased fMRI contrast, this effect becomes more pronounced for short TEs where fMRI contrast is low. The use of an independently measured mask with a high statistical significance provides values that are not affected by this artificial effect. Consistently, no offset in fMRI signal is observed. This hypothesis is supported by the result obtained by the same strategy as in Ref. (1), which suggests a significant functional contrast at TE ϭ 0. However, this offset is solely generated by the strategy of evaluating the fMRI data and does not reflect any physical effect. In addition, this explains that the offset was considerably less in a gradient-echo experiment in Ref. (1) because fMRI contrast is generally higher than in an SE experiment in this case. Thus, the relative number of false-positive voxels decreases. Further evidence for this explanation is the lack of activated voxels when using a Bonferroni correction, which prevents the inclusion of a significant number of false-positives.
If changes in water proton density would be located in different voxels than BOLD activation, they should at least be located within the same voxels throughout the whole range of TEs and independent of diffusion/flow weighting. In Figure 3 , the point at TE ϭ 9 msec in the SE experiment shows a high signal change, which may be independent of BOLD. However, as this is the only point in the SE experiment deviating from the usual linear behavior, and because a comparable high signal change is absent in the STE experiment at TE ϭ 9 msec, a more plausible explanation is the contamination with false-positives: Because activated voxels are selected from the same data set that is then used to calculate fMRI signal changes at TE ϭ 9 msec in the SE experiment, a considerable number of falsepostives (estimated conservatively to be 9 of 65, as noted above) will contribute to the signal change. The remaining data points are not affected by the contamination so that they follow a linear behavior without an intercept.
There are discrepancies in the experimental setup between our study and that of Ref.
(1) that could lead to different results: First, our long acquisition period using single-shot EPI in contrast to an eight-shot EPI readout leads to a higher T 2 * contribution, which may generate additional fMRI contrast through a varying point-spread function (11) , even at TE ϭ 0. However, as fMRI signal change vanishes when extrapolating to TE ϭ 0, this effect is negligible. The SNR is comparable because although the SNR per image is certainly better with an N-shot acquisition, the total number of images used for fMRI analysis is reduced by the factor N. Second, the use of a 90x-90y instead of a 90x-180y pulse sequence reduces SNR by one half, which increases the uncertainty of the percentage signal change. However, the uncertainty in our experiments is still small enough to distinguish the SE and STE experiments and to preclude a considerable change in proton density. Another consequence of a decreased SNR would be an increase in the relative contribution of falsepositives when selecting activated voxels. However, this does not influence the results obtained with a reference map with strong BOLD sensitivity.
In summary, the results of this study do not provide support for the hypothesis that there is a residual fMRI contrast at TE ϭ 0. Instead, an alternative explanation in terms of the inclusion of false-positive activation is offered. This interpretation is supported by the inability to detect an offset even when using significantly activated pixels at TE ϭ 9 msec as a mask (c.f., Fig. 3 ). By using a spin-echo BOLD experiment at 3 T, it is to be expected that the BOLD activtion reported here should be well colocalized with the site of increased neuronal activity. The present study does not preclude the possibility of proton density changes located far from the site of neural activity nor does it entirely explain the ability to measure changes in proton density at very low main magnetic field strengths (4).
FIG. 3.
Functional signal changes as a function of echo-time by using a mask generated at TE ϭ 9 msec from the SE experiment. The point at the shortest TE was excluded in the linear fit of the SE data.
